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Links new tool on imageresizer.org ImageResizer site ImageResizer Forum Note: These links are not hosted by this
server. This server does not even host images on the above domains. If you want to access these link's content,

click on the link and run the link in new tab or new window.Caution: Articles written for technical not grammatical
accuracy, If poor grammar offends you proceed with caution ;-) One of our favorite sites, Amazon.com has a new
service they are offering to their users. In the beginning of August they will be launching a new Beta Program that

will allow Amazon Linux users to publish a Debian based image to their cloud. You might ask why? The Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is a Virtual Machine (VM) environment where you can get up to a T1/10 Gbps upload
speeds. In addition to this they have a very fast network. In many cases Amazon’s network will be faster then the
network you are connected to at home. Think about that for a moment, you could be rocking 24Mbit per second or

even greater, on a residential network, with no congestion, and the network at the office is running at 5Mbit per
second, AWS is able to provide extreme transfer speeds. Their service has two keys to this service: Create VMs from
images created from the Amazon Linux AMI. Upload the image to the AWS EC2 service. The key to the service lies in

the steps to create and upload the images. In order to create and upload the images you will need access to an
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud account. This account also needs to be a key part of the new Beta Program. The
Beta Program will be launched in a few weeks. Once this program starts getting momentum we will blog about it

here at Electric Cloud. Another of our favorites, DigitalOcean is also offering a cloud based platform. They are using
FreeBSD however. So although you have the same Cloud based network but you are using FreeBSD as the base and

you will have to run the root level command: rsync instead of just: rsync. Amazon is also offering many other
services besides EC2, just to name a few the service is also available for: S3, Elastic Load Balancing, SimpleDB, and

ElastiCache. Check out the following link 6d1f23a050
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